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Abstract

This article analyzes the evolution of the gross domestic product per inhabitant
correlated with the variation of the employment rate by participation in economic
activity in the eight development regions of Romania in 2000-2012 period. To achieve
the correlation between the two indicators, the article proposes the use of the linear
regression model that is the base of many micro and macro analyzes. In this
regression model, the gross domestic product per inhabitant is considered as outcome
variables and the employment rate in each development region as variable factorial.

1. Introduction
This paper analyzes the relationship between gross
domestic product per inhabitant and employment rate
of people by participation in the economic development
regions of Romania, using "time series" data for the
eight development regions of the country for the 2000 2012 period.
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models and forecasts of foreign authors, such as B.C.
Arnold, Balakrishnan, B.N. Naraja, O. Aukrust, M.J.
Baker, J.P. Jacobsen, G. Bardsen, C. Benjamin, A.
Herrard, P.A. Brodin, C.F. Christ, C.S. Davies, B.T.
Ewing, M. Gilbert, I. Kravis, D.F. Hendry, L.R. Klein, D.
Power, T. Sargent, J.B. Taylor, Wen Fang Liu, U. G.
Yulle, N.G. Kendall and so on.
The technological development explains the changes
taking place in the labor market. Thus, if the investment
level increases, labor productivity is likely to increase,
wages for example, can grow and employment to
decline.
A series of works - Gali (1999), Francis and Ramey
(2002), Basu, Fernald and Kimball (2004) - indicates
that a strong positive change in technological
development can lead in short-term to a decrease of
the total hours worked. Mollick and Cabral (2009)
observed that the productivity exerts a positive effect on
employment. Chang and Hong (2006) tested whether
technological improvements in industry causes
decrease or increase in employment in the U.S. - they
found that the effect varies significantly among
industries (but there are many more industries in which
both employment and hours worked increase on shortterm). For Romania, Aparaschivei, Vasilescu and
Pîrciog (2011) tested the effect that the labor
productivity has on employment examining the main
activities of the national economy.

2. Literature review
The synthetic indicator that characterizes economic
growth is the gross domestic product or per capita.
Under these conditions, economic growth is defined as
a complex process of increasing the size of the results
of the national economy, based on the combination and
the use of direct inputs: labor, fixed capital and working
capital consumption materials.
A series of works - Anghelache, Isaic-Maniu, Mitrut and
Voineagu (2007), Anghelache and Capanu (2003),
Capanu, Wagner and Mitrut (2004) addressed issues
concerning the evolution of GDP/capita, consumption
role in the development of living standards population,
macroeconomic analysis, System of National Accounts,
macroeconomic modeling, statistical and econometric
models and so on. The results of the measurement
principles in System of National Accounts were treated
by Anghelache, Isaic-Maniu, Mitrut and Voineagu
(2005, 2007), Anghelache and others (2007),
Anghelache (2004), Biji and others (2010).
Reference works can be mentioned regarding
macroeconomic modeling, statistical and econometric
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observed values and the values estimated by the
model.
It has T observations (13 years) on the Y and X, ie T
couples (xt , yt) which are realizations of X and Y.
a0 şi a1 - the unknown real parameters that we want to
estimate using observations (xt , yt) known.
The validity of the selected model can be formulated on
the basis of the determination coefficient that shows the
proportion from influence of all factors on variance
results. To verify the hypothesis significance of
regression coefficients t test (Statistics) will be applied
for each factor separately. If the associated probability
is less than the relevant coefficients that we are
working on, the coefficient is considered statistically
significant. To determine the intensity of the correlation
between two variables the correlation coefficient will be
calculated. The correlation indicates the intensity of the
relationship between variables by measuring the
scattering data recorded around the regression line. To
verify the significance of the correlation coefficient t-test
(Student) is applied.

3. The methodology of research
Econometric and Statistical Analysis involves the
following steps:
- Identification of economic theory on the studied
phenomenon;
- Specification of the theoretical model in mathematical
form;
- Specification of the econometric model;
- Econometric estimation of the model parameters;
- Statistical testing of hypotheses suggested by
economic theory;
- Forecasting variables in the econometric model;
- Using econometric model for decision making in
economic policy.
Simple regression aims to reveal the relationship
between a dependent variable explained (endogenous,
outcome) and an independent variable (explanatory
factors, exogenous predictors).
In order to build a linear regression model we defined
the employment rate of the population by participation
in economic activity by region as independent variable,
while the value of GDP/capita was considered as a
dependent variable.
The form of the simple linear regression model is:
y t = a 0 + a1 x t + ε t ; t=1, 2, ...,T

4. Results
Data
The data source was the National Institute of Statistics
and Workforce Balance. The employment rate of
working age population is the proportion of employed
population aged 15-64 by total population aged 15-64
years. To analyze the correlation between the evolution
of GDP/capita and employment rate of people after
participation in economic activity by development
region we submitted research data series that contains
the values of the two indicators in the period 20002012. This information is centralized in a table form
(Table 1):

in which:

yt - Endogenous variable: GDP/capita (lei);
xt - Exogenous variable: Employment rate of

population by participation in economic activity by
region (%);
ε - variable error (residual), random variable that
summarizes the influence of other variables on the
GDP/capita, but not specifically described in the model.
The variable ε expresses the deviations between
Table1. The evolution of the GDP/capita and the employment rate of people by participation in economic activity by
development region in the period 2000 – 2012
Year
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012

NorthWest
63.4
64.0
57.8
57.2
56.1
56.0
57.1
57.0
56.4
55.2
57.7
58.8
61.6

Central
59.8
59.6
55.9
55.2
53.9
54.2
56.0
55.1
56.6
55.1
53.5
52.3
53.4

NorthEast
67.1
66.4
60.1
59.9
62.4
61.5
60.1
61.3
60.5
60.6
62.0
63.7
64.9

Employment rate (%)
Development Region
SouthSouth Bucharest Eastern
Muntenia
Ilfov
60.8
64.7
60.0
59.9
64.0
56.7
55.3
58.2
56.9
55.8
58.1
56.5
54.7
58.1
59.7
54.7
58.1
59.4
56.4
59.6
62.9
54.7
60.5
62.4
55.3
61.1
63.3
55.4
60.1
63.8
55.5
59.7
64.3
53.9
55.3
64.7
53.9
57.1
64.5
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South- West
Oltenia
69.1
69.5
61.8
62.0
59.9
60.1
60.1
59.3
60.0
59.9
59.2
60.3
60.9

Western
62.2
61.2
57.6
57.1
56.9
56.6
58.7
59.6
59.3
58.6
57.9
58.4
58.9

GDP/capita (lei current price)
3582.6
5210.9
6974.9
9084.0
11413.5
13362.8
15967.6
19315.4
25061.0
24604.9
25865.5
27663.2
29197.4
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Statistical and econometric analysis
Next we analyzed the existence or non-existence of a
link connection between the employment rate of the
people by participation in economic activity in the eight
development regions and GDP/capita.
• North-West Development Region
As can be seen from the graphic below (Figure 1),
between the two indicators there is an inverse linear
relationship which allows us to conclude that it is
possible to use simple linear regression model to study
the dependence of the value of GDP/capita and the

employment rate of the population of the North-West
development region.
The estimation of regression model parameters which
is using the employment rate of the people in the NorthWest Development Region as an independent variable
and the value of GDP/capita as dependent variable was
performed automatically (Figure 2) using specialized
software package Eviews 7. In it the method of least
squares (Least Squares) is implemented as a method
for estimating model parameters, requiring only the
definition of the two variables (PIB_LOC and RO_N_V)
and a constant term (C).

Figure 1. The relationship GDP/capita vs. RO_N_V

Figure 2. The characteristics of the regression model

Analyzing the results of Figure 2 it is possible to
formulate some practical conclusions concerning the
dependence that exists between the two indicators as
follows:
- R -squared coefficient of determination
shows that only 10.57% of the
variation in GDP/capita is explained by the employment
rate; it can be said that the employment rate is not a
decisive factor variation in GDP/capita.
- The correlation coefficient ry/x = - 0.3251 indicates a
weak link between the two variables.

Statistic and its associated probability. Working at the
5% level of relevance, as, in the example above, the
probabilities attached of the test t- Statistics are not
below this level, the coefficients are considered
statistically insignificant, which leads us to conclude
that the model used can be developed and depth to
ensure better results.

r y/x =

• Central Development Region
To highlight the link between GDP/capita and
employment rate in the Central Development Region it
is useful at first to make a graphical representation of
X-Y (Figure 3).

R2

= 0 . 105711 = - 0.3251.
- For each independent and constant variable EViews
reports the standard error of the coefficient, the test t -

Figure 3 .The correlation GDP/capita vs. RO_C

Figure 4. The characteristics of the regression model
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The graph shows a reverse and straight connection
between the two indicators analyzed.
To analyze the correlation between the evolution of
GDP/capita and employment rate we have submitted
research data series that contains the values of the two
indicators. These were processed using the software
package Eviews 7 (Figure 4). The estimation method
defined in this program is the method of least squaresLeast Squares.
The obtained results using Eviews program are as
follows:
- The probability that this is a fair model is about 47%,
this conclusion can be drawn from the values
determined using Eviews program for testing R squared (0.4673) and Adjusted R - squared (0.4189); in
this example, the employment rate in the Central
Region, x, explains the variation of the GDP/capita, y at
a proportion of 46.73%.
- The validity of this model is confirmed by the values of
regression tests F - statistic (9.650788 - far superior
value table level that it is considered to be the
benchmark in the analysis of the validity of econometric
models) and the degree of risk almost null (reflected by
test Prob F -statistic value).
- For each independent variable and constant EViews
reports the standard error of the coefficient, the t statistic test and its associated probability. Working at
the 5% level of relevance, as, in the example above the
probabilities attached t -statistic test are below this
level, the coefficients are considered significant in
statistical terms.
- Based on the above, we consider the regression
model describing the correlation between the
GDP/capita and the employment rate of the people is
correct and it reflects accurately the real evolution of
the two indicators.
- Based on the values estimates previously we
considered the regression model may be given as
follows:
PIB_LOC = 170,880.8 - 2781.219RO_C.
- Between the GDP/capita and the employment rate of
the people recorded in Romania in the period 2000 2012 there is an inverse relationship. Thus, we can say
that a one percent increase in employment rate will
lead to a decrease in the value of GDP/capita with
2781.219 lei.
- The high value of the constant term reflects the fact
that the influence of unspecified factors in the model of

the evolution of the resulting variable (GDP/capita) is
significant, which leads us to conclude that the model
used (although it is correct) can be developed and
deepened in to ensure better results for the activity of
forecasting. The positive value of free term indicates
that the variables were not included in the econometric
model have a positive effect on the evolution of the
GDP/capita.
- The correlation coefficient ry/x = - 0.6836 indicates a
moderately link between the two variables.
To verify the significance of the correlation coefficient
the t-test (Student) is applied. With a probability of 95%
and 11 degrees of freedom,

t

>t

t tabled has a value of
− 3.106 > 2.201

tabled
,
we
2.201. Since calc
can appreciated that the hypothesis of the significance
of correlation between the variables studied is checked
and there is a significant relationship, so ry/x is
statistically significant and the analysis model is
correctly specified.

• North- East Development Region
The graph from the Figure 5 shows the missing link
between the two variables: X and Y. As we can see,
there is not a linear relationship between the two
variables. In this case, the value of a possible
correlation
coefficient
will
be
low ( r y/x = R = 0 . 038759 = - 0.1968) and
certainly the correlation between the two variables is
not significant (Figure 6).
For each independent variable and constant EViews
reports the standard error of the coefficient, the t statistic test and its associated probability. Working at
the 5% level of relevance, as, in the example above,
the attached probabilities of t- test statistics are not
below this level, the coefficients are considered
statistically insignificant, which leads us to conclude
that the model used can be developed and depth to
ensure better results.
To validate the regression model test F is calculated.
Since F = 3.344068 and Prob (F -statistic), (significance
threshold) is 0.094665 (higher than 0.05), then the
regression model is built valid and should be developed
to provide better results and it can be used to analyze
the dependence between variables. In this situation, we
can say that the two variables are not related.
2
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Figure 5. The correlation GDP/capita vs. RO_N_E

Figure 6. The characteristics of the regression model

• South- Eastern Development Region
A first step in this research was the identification of the
type of econometric model that reflects the evolution of
the phenomenon studied. In this respect, we generated
the pairs of points chart GDP/capita - RO_S_E.
The graph from the Figure 7 shows a reverse and
straight connection between the two indicators
analyzed.

Figure 7. The correlation GDP/capita vs. RO_S_E

To analyze the correlation between the evolution of
GDP/capita and employment rate we have submitted
research data series that contains the values of the two
indicators. There were processed using the software
package Eviews 7 (Figure 8). The estimation method
defined in this program is the method of least squaresLeast Squares.

Figure 8. The characteristics of the regression model
models) and the degree of risk almost null (reflected by
test value Prob F - statistic) .
- For each independent variable and constant EViews
reports the standard error of the coefficient, the t statistic test and its associated probability. Working at
the 5% level of relevance, as in the example above the
probabilities attached t -statistic test are below this
level, the coefficients are considered significant in
statistical terms.
- Based on the above, we consider the regression
model describing the correlation between the
GDP/capita and the employment rate of the people one
correctly, that it reflects the accurately of the real
evolution of the two indicators.

The obtained results using Eviews program is as
follows:
- The probability that this is a fair model is about 46%,
this conclusion can be drawn from the values
determined using Eviews program for testing R squared ( 0.4569 ) and Adjusted R - squared ( 0.4076 );
in this example, the employment rate in the South
Eastern Development Region, x, explains the variation
of the GDP/capita, y at a proportion of 45.7%.
- The validity of this regression model is confirmed by
the values of tests F - statistic (9.257254 - far superior
value then the table level that is considered to be the
benchmark in the analysis of the validity of econometric
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- Based on the values estimates previously we
considered the regression model may be given as
follows:
PIB_LOC = 179,349.3 - 2910.969 RO_S_E.
- Between the value of the GDP/capita and the
employment rate of the people registered in our country
in the period 2000 - 2012, there is an inverse
relationship. Thus, we can say that a one percent
increase in employment will lead to a decrease in the
value of GDP/capita with 2910.969 lei.
- The high value of the constant term reflects the fact
that the influence of unspecified factors in the model of
the evolution of the resulting variable (GDP/capita) is
significant, which leads us to conclude that the model
used (although it is correct) can be developed and
deepened in to ensure better results for the activity of
forecasting.
- The correlation coefficient ry/x = - 0.676 indicates a
moderately link between the two variables.

t tabled has a value of 2.201.
− 3.042 > 2.201

11 degrees of freedom

t

>t

tabled
Since calc
,
can be
appreciated that the hypothesis significance correlation
between the variables studied is checked and there is a
significant relationship, so ry/x is statistically significant
and the analysis model is correctly specified.

• Bucharest - Ilfov Development Region
The graphic method is the best method for checking the
existence of the link between two variables x and y;
chart point cloud provides information on the existence,
shape and nature (direction) of the link between the
variables analyzed.
The graph in Figure 9 shows a linear connection
(placing points is the direction of the first bisector) and
direct (positive slope of the regression line) between
the employment rate of Bucharest - Ilfov Development
Region and GDP/capita. In the chart below there is
direct link: increases X, increases and Y and we can
approximated the evolution of their link by a straight;
the linear model can be chosen.

ry/x = R 2

= 0.456987 = - 0.676.
To check the significance of the correlation coefficient ttest (Student) is applied. With a probability of 95% and

Figure 9. The correlation GDP/ capita vs. RO_B_IF

Figure 10. The characteristics of the regression model

Adjusting or modelling a series consists in calculating
the theoretical values corresponding to the empirical
values observed. The adjustment technique used is the
least squares criterion for determining the parameters
of the model retained.
To solve the problems, we used specialized computer
package Eviews, from where there were obtained the
following results (Figure 10):
- The probability that this model is correct is relatively
high - about 82%, this conclusion can be drawn from
the test values R - squared (0.816073) and Adjusted R
- squared (0.799352);
- The validity of this model is confirmed by the values of
the regression tests F - statistic (48.80637 - far superior
value then the table level that is considered to be the
benchmark in the analysis of the validity of econometric

models) and the degree of risk almost null (reflected by
the value Prob test F - statistic). A value close to zero
as the probability (p(F) = probability associated F
statistics) will indicate a high significance of the
estimate results of the, respectively of the model.
- For each independent variable and constant EViews
reports the standard error of the coefficient, the t statistic test and its associated probability. Working at
the 5% level of relevance, as in the example above the
probabilities attached test t- statistics are below this
level, the coefficients are considered significant in
statistical terms.
- Standard Error (S.E. of regression) is the standard
error and it shows how the observed values deviate
from average on the theoretical values that are on the
regression line (in this case ± 4080.656). This value
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α and n-2 degrees of freedom. If t calc > ttabled , it is

raised to the power of 2 represents the residues
dispersion.
- Based on the above, we consider the regression
model describing the correlation between the
GDP/capita and the employment rate of the people as
one correctly, that reflects accurately the real evolution
of the two indicators.
- On the basis of the estimated values previously, the
considered regression model may be given as follows:
PIB_LOC = -145,179.9 + 2647.016 RO_B_IF.
Thus, we can say that a one percent increase in the
employment rate will lead to an increase in the value of
GDP/capita with 2647.016 lei.
- The high value of the constant term reflects the fact
that the influence of unspecified factor in the model of
the evolution of the resulting variable (GDP/capita) is
significant, which leads us to conclude that the model
used (although it is correct) can be developed and
expanded to ensuring better results for the activity of
forecasting.
- The correlation coefficient ry/x = 0.903367 indicates
a strong link between the two variables:
r y/x =

R

2

=

0.816073

= 0 . 903367

check the hypothesis significance correlation and if

t calc < ttabled

, the link is negligible, so you have
found another determinant factor to apply the
correlation method.
With a probability of 95% and 11 degrees of freedom

t tabled
has a value of 2.201.Because

t calc > ttabled

,

6.986 > 2.201

it can be appreciated that the
hypothesis significance correlation between the
variables studied is checked and between the variables
studied there are significantly linked, so ry/x is
statistically significant and the analysis model is
correctly specified.
• South - Muntenia Development Region
As can be seen from the graphic below (Figure 11)
between the two indicators there is an inverse linear
relationship which allows us to conclude that it is
possible to use simple linear regression model to study
the dependence of the value of GDP/capita and the
employment rate of the people of South-Muntenia
Development Region.
The estimation of regression model parameters that is
using the employment rate of the people in the South
Muntenia Development Region as independent variable
and the value of GDP/capita as dependent variable was
performed automatically (Figure 12) using specialized
software package Eviews 7. In it is implemented the
method of least squares (Least Squares) as a method
for estimating model parameters, requiring only the
definition of the two variables ( PIB_LOC and
RO_S_MUNTENIA ) and a constant term (C).

.

- The determination report confirms that the
2

employment rate is a determinant factor ( R 〉 50% )
for growth of the GDP/capita, it influencing variation in
GDP/capita in a ratio of 81.6%.
- To verify the significance of the correlation coefficient
is applied t-test (Student), by calculating the variable
tcalc following relationship:
ry / x
t calc =
× n−2
1 − r y2/ x
Where: ry/x = linear correlation coefficient ;
n = number of pairs of values observed = 13.
The value of the tcalc is compared with the critical, tabled
value, that is set for probabilistic significance level

Figure 11. The relation GDP/capita vs. RO_S_MUNTENIA

Figure 12. The characteristics of the regression model
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Analyzing the results of Figure 12 it is possible to
formulate practical conclusions concerning the
dependence existing between the two indicators as
follows:
- R -squared, the coefficient of determination
shows that 23.31% of the variation
in GDP/capita is explained by the employment rate; it
can be said that the employment rate is not a decisive
factor in variation of GDP/capita.

level, the coefficients are considered statistically
insignificant, which leads us to conclude that the model
used can be developed and depth to ensure better
results .
- To validate the test regression model is calculated
and the F. Since F = 3.344068 Prob(F -statistic),
(significance threshold) is 0.094665 (higher than 0.05),
then the regression model built is not valid and it should
be developed to provide better results and to be used
to analyze the dependence between variables.

r

- The correlation coefficient y/x = - 0.48281 indicates
a weak link between the two variables:

ry/x = R

• South- West Oltenia Development Region
We begin the correlation analysis by inspecting the
graphic of the relationship between the two variables.
The graph from the Figure 13 shows a cloud of points
with a linear aspect suggesting an inverse correlation
between the two variables and we can also predict the
existence of a negative correlation coefficient.

2

= 0.233132 = - 0.48281.
- For each independent variable and constant, EViews
reports the standard error of the coefficient, the t statistic test and its associated probability. Working at
the 5% level of relevance, as in the example above the
probabilities attached t -statistic test are not below this

Figure 13. The correlation GDP/capita vs. RO_S_V OLTENIA

Figure 14 .The characteristics of the regression model

The estimation of regression model parameters is using
the employment rate of the people in the South- West
Oltenia Development Region as independent variable
and the value of GDP/capita as dependent variable was
performed automatically (Figure 14) using specialized
software package Eviews 7. In it is implemented the
method of least squares (Least Squares) as a method
for estimating parameters of the model, requiring only
the definition of the two variables (PIB_LOC and
RO_S_V OLTENIA) and a constant term (C).
To interpret the results obtained using linear regression
model is necessary to establish if this model can be
considered correctly and the results that it provides to
us can be used in real analysis:
- The probability that this is a fair model is about 46%,
this conclusion can be drawn from the test R - squared
(0.457647) and Adjusted R - squared (0.408342)
values;
- The validity of this model is confirmed by the values of
regression tests F - statistic (9.281993 - superior value

then the table level that is considered to be the
benchmark in the analysis of the validity of econometric
models) and the degree of risk almost null (reflected by
the value Prob test F - statistic). A value close to zero
as the probability (p(F) = probability associated F
statistics) will indicate a high significance of the
estimate results of the, respectively of the model.
- For each independent variable and constant, EViews
reports the standard error of the coefficient, the t statistic test and its associated probability. Working at
the 5% level of relevance, as in the example above the
probabilities attached test t- statistics are below this
level, the coefficients are considered significant in
statistical terms.
- Standard Error (S.E. of regression) is the standard
error and it shows how the observed values deviate
from average on the theoretical values that are on the
regression line (in this case ± 7007.263). This value
raised to the power of 2 represents the residues
dispersion.
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- Based on the above, we consider the regression
model describing the correlation between the
GDP/capita and the employment rate of the people as
one correctly, that reflects accurately the real evolution
of the two indicators.
- On the basis of the estimated values previously, the
considered regression model may be given as follows:
PIB_LOC = 126179.3 - 1774.127 RO_S_V OLTENIA.
Thus, we can say that a one percent increase in the
employment rate will lead to a decrease in the value of
the GDP/capita with 1774.127 lei.
- The high value of the constant term reflects the fact
that the influence of unspecified factor of the model of
the evolution of the resulting variable (GDP/capita) is
significant, which leads us to conclude that the model
used (although it is correct) can be developed and
deepened in to ensure better outcomes for business
forecasting. The positive value of the free term
indicates that the variables that were not included in the
econometric model had a positive effect on the
evolution of GDP/capita.
- The correlation coefficient, ry/x = - 0.6764, indicates a
moderately link between the two variables:

r y/x =

R2 =

0.457647

= − 0 . 6764

- The significance of the correlation coefficient is tested

t

by Student ratio. The calculated value is calc = -3.0466
and the theoretical value is 2.201, with a probability of
95% and 11 degrees of freedom. How,

t calc > ttabled

,

- 3.0466 > 2.201

it is considered that ry/x as being
significantly different from zero for a significance level
α = 5% .
• Western Development Region
The graph from the Figure 15 indicates no link between
the two variables analyzed. As we can see, there is a
linear relationship between the two variables. In this
case, the value of a possible correlation coefficient will
be small
( r y/x = R = 0 . 04259311 = - 0.206) and
certainly the correlation between the two variables is
not significant (Figure 15). In this case we can say that
the two variables are not related.
2

Figure 15. The relation GDP/capita vs. RO_V

Figure 16 .The characteristics of the regression model

5. Conclusions
This paper analyzed the relationship between the GDP/
capita and the employment rate of people by
participation in economic activity in the eight
development regions of Romania. Period for which the
analysis is conducted is 2000- 2012. Our analysis
revealed that:
- Between GDP/capita and employment rate of the
people in the North-West Development Region there is
a weak inverse linear relationship;
- Between GDP/capita and employment rate in the
Central Development Region has established a link and
reverse linear, the correlation between the two
indicators is moderate;

- Between GDP/capita and employment rate in the
North -East Development Region is missing link
existence, the two variables are not related;
- Between GDP/capita and employment rate in the
region of South-East Development Region has
established a link and reverse linear, the correlation
between the two indicators is moderate;
- Between GDP/capita and employment rate of
Bucharest-Ilfov Development Region we can appreciate
that there is a linear connection (placing points is the
direction of the first bisector) and direct (positive slope
of the regression line); the link strength was measured
by the correlation coefficient ry/x = 0.903367 that
indicating a strong link between the two variables and
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the determination report confirms that the employment
2

rate is an determinant factor ( R 〉 50% ) for growth of
the GDP capita, this variation influences the
GDP/capita rate of 81.6%;
- Studying the dependence between the value of
GDP/capita and the employment rate of the people of
South-Muntenia Development Region shows an inverse
linear connection, the intensity correlation between the
two variables is weak;
- Between GDP/capita and employment rate of SouthWest Oltenia Development Region there is a linear
connection, the direction is reversed and the correlation
between the two indicators is moderate;
- Between GDP/capita and employment rate in the
Western Development Region the existence is missing
the link, the two variables are not related.
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